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GAIN ANOTHER
LIVING ROOM
Consider your garden as
an outdoor room or series of
rooms, says Barry Burrows of
Bartholomew Landscaping.
And that means furnishing
them with more than just
loungers; Burrows is seeing
increasing requests for
everything from outdoorentertainment systems to
al fresco dining tables with
warming firepits. When it
comes to décor, he advises
the use of carefully angled
mirrors or mirrored panels
to add depth to a narrow
garden. A pergola such as
this one by Bartholomew
Landscaping (£4,800) could
screen unwanted views as well
as creating a focal point. A
bespoke day bed could be built
beneath, with storage space.

Lucy Juniper
recycled
polypropylene
outdoor rug,
Dash & Albert,
from £88

Fold-away furniture is also
endorsed by Tony Woods of
Garden Club London, which
offers design services for
outdoor space. Woods points
out that folding away or
stacking furniture when not in
use will keep the eye drawn to
trees and flowers.
Garden designer Ruth
Willmott, who has won Gold
at the Chelsea Flower Show,
explains how to use geometry
and colour to integrate house
and garden: “You could align
the width of a garden path to
the width of a door exiting into
the garden, or align a lawn to
the width of bi-fold doors,” she
says. Render a garden wall the
same colour as a prominent
feature inside, to harmonise.
A fountain can add interest.
Blagdon’s new batterypowered Liberty range requires
no plumbing and comes
in modern and traditional
designs. Lighting is important
for ambience. A spotlight
set high on the patio wall to
throw a glow on the lawn is
a good starting point, as are
solar-powered fairy lights.
But don’t underestimate the
enchantment candles can
bring. Lanterns of perforated
metal will cast decorative
shadows and there are some
handsome glass hurricanes too.

